The bulk of the Pullman Library Collection (including Pullman Palace, Pullman, Pullman Standard, Standard Steel,
Osgood Bradley, Haskell & Barker, Budd , Middleton Car,)and a few others is owned by the Bombardier Collection.
Bombardier Corp. requires a license to be signed with *all* of those receiving the reproductions noted. Reproduction
rights are *NOT* part of the purchase (this is true whether you purchase photos, slide, books, etc. from anywhere)
unless specifically stated (for instance authors or model manufacturers using materials for instructions). In order to
receive items from the Pullman Library, you *MUST* have signed a license specifically stating that you do not own the
reproduction rights (except for cases noted above).
We have never charged license fees or royalty fees. (We may have to change the License fee to $.01 to adhere to
possible legal strictures).
If there are questions with regard to this, please contact me directly. Note - I can not change this policy. I can add to an
existing license retroactively, people or organizations if it makes sense. But they must be on the license, and it must be
signed with correspondence noting same.
Note - you may not, in the course of researching a given piece of equipment, offer that drawing to a manufacturer for his
use (without that being stated in correspondence prior to the signing of the license). The license is non-transferrable and
states as much.
Again, we do *NOT* place license or royalties fees on anything. And don't intend to (save for the possible penny noted
above).
Those who do not abide by the License restrictions may not be allowed further access to the collection, and any
manufacturer, organization or other researcher receiving materials without signing or being a party on a License may
suffer the same fate. Again, this is a Bombardier stipulation.
Again, if any of the above is not understood, please contact me directly. If you have any research needs or questions
pertaining to the above group of manufacturers, please contact us. We *DO* like to help manufacturers, authors,
researchers, modelers, historians, private car owners, museums, libraries, archives, etc. [Lawyers & competitors (to
Bombardier) will be directed to Bombardier's legal group, as required by our agreement with Bombardier.]
A new list of drawings will be available for download within a few weeks.
Thank you in advance for understanding,
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